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Welcome to your elevated riverside haven at 197 Scotts Creek Shack Road, Morgan, SA 5320!Located along the

picturesque Murray River in the popular Scotts Creek area, this exquisite 5-bedroom home offers a perfect blend of

luxury and tranquillity.As you step into this remarkable residence, be captivated by the main bedroom that boasts

breathtaking river views. Equipped with a walk-in robe and an ensuite featuring a double shower, this private oasis

provides the ultimate escape.The remaining four bedrooms, thoughtfully located along the rear of the home, share easy

access to the main bathroom, ensuring convenience for all.The heart of this home lies in its expansive open plan living and

dining area, seamlessly integrated with a modern kitchen featuring an island bench. Imagine entertaining family and

friends in this inviting space, where laughter flows as easily as the Murray River.The large area extends to a full-length

timber deck (measures approx. 18m x 5m), adorned with ceiling fans, creating the perfect vantage point for relaxing and

soaking in the panoramic views. This deck is not just a feature; it's a lifestyle – an ideal spot for watching the world go by

or enjoying sunsets over the river.No matter the season, comfort is assured with ducted reverse cycle air conditioning

(currently not working) that maintains the climate throughout the year. This thoughtful addition ensures you stay cool in

summer and cozy in winter, enhancing the joy of riverside living.Beneath the home, discover an undercover area that

serves as an ideal entertainment space, sheltered from the elements. It's not just a place for storage; it's a versatile space

that adds another layer to your lifestyle, whether you're hosting gatherings or simply unwinding in peace.Consider the

unique opportunity to purchase this wonderful property as part of a syndicate with family and friends. Share in the joys of

Murray River life, creating lasting memories in a place where relaxation and recreation meet. This is more than a home;

it's an investment in a lifestyle that embraces the natural beauty and serenity of the Murray River.Home did suffer some

damage during the recent high-water event but is priced to sell below replacement value.Don't miss out on the chance to

make 197 Scotts Creek Shack Road your own.Contact us today to arrange a viewing and start envisioning the incredible

possibilities that await you in this elevated riverside retreat.Please note all online photos were taken post high-water

event, so there are no surprises when inspecting the property.


